
Midway Basin Drainage Improvements Project

Public Meeting
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Seminole County welcomes you to this public information meeting for the Midway Basin Drainage Improvements Project, presented by Seminole County Public Works Engineering Division and prepared by our partners at AtkinsRealis, trusted engineers who have served the County for many decades. 
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Meeting Outline

 Project History

 Midway Basin Study

 Current Project Goals

 Project Description

 Schedule

 Easement Needs

 Feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our agenda today will include a brief overview of the Project History, a discussion of the Midway Basin Study that lead to this project, our Current Project goals, a Description of the Project, where we are in the Schedule and when it will be constructed, The easements that are needed to build the projects, and ways that you can provide us feedback.
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Project History &
Review of Midway Basin Study
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1997 
Midway 
Study

Multiple 
Projects 

Constructed 
to Reduce 
Flooding

1997 – 2018
Additional 

Community 
Growth

2019-2021 
Midway Basin 

Study and 
Stormwater 

Model

2022 
Midway 

Drainage 
Improvement 

Project

Construction
Dec. 2024

Project History

Grant Funding 
Received

We need 
your help!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Midway is one of Seminole County’s oldest and most heralded communities. Seminole County Government is committed to preserving the historic significance of this late 1800s settlement and ensuring today’s Midway community continues to thrive for the next 125 years. This project is just the latest example of our commitment to the community. Now let me give you a little background of how we got to where we are today.  Since the 1997 Study and flood reduction projects were constructed, there has been additional growth in the community. This includes new single-family homes and subdivisions that has led to a strain on the existing stormwater system.  So, in 2019 the Midway Basin Study was initiated, which resulted in multiple conceptual drainage improvement projects to help alleviate flooding. Subsequently, Seminole County received federal and state grants to assist with funding the final design and construction of the projects. They are now under design, and we need your help to get them built.  More information on that to come.
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Basin Information

Non-Shaded Area is 
Unincorporated 

Seminole County

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Midway Basin is located off the southeast shore of Lake Monroe.  The basin is approximately 4 square miles in area and is generally bounded by Mellonville Avenue to the west, State Road 46 and the Orlando Sanford International Airport to the south, State Road 415 and the St. Johns River to the east, and Lake Monroe to the north.  Approximately 2 square miles of the basin, the shaded areas in the picture lie within the City of Sanford.  The remaining non-shaded area lies within unincorporated Seminole County.  The Basin drains by ditch and stormsewer pipe to either the river or lake.
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Midway Basin Study and Stormwater Model

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

The study included the ENTIRE basin but provided 
significant focus on the unincorporated areas of the 
watershed.

With that study, stormwater models of Existing and 
Future Conditions were created, that:
 Evaluated performance of existing drainage systems
 Identified and assessed flooding problems
 Developed conceptual improvements to reduce flooding 

(Level of Service Improvements)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Midway Basin Study created a stormwater model for the entire basin but provided a significant focus on the unincorporated areas of the watershed. Models were created for the existing and future build out conditions of the watershed that evaluated the performance of the existing drainage systems, identified and assessed flooding problems, and developed conceptual improvement projects to reduce flooding.
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Reported Problem Areas

Alleviating 
flooding in these 

areas is the focus 
of this project

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

2018 Stormwater Master Plan)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Flooding has been a concern in the Midway Community  and surrounding areas for years. County maintenance teams have responded to a multitude of reported complaints, particularly after major storms like Tropical Storm Fay, Hurricane Irma, and Hurricane Ian, that caused widespread flooding.  During the study residents shared their experiences and concerns, and helped the County identify specific locations prone to flooding.  This feedback was invaluable in focusing improvements on those areas which would have the greatest impact.
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Level of Service Improvement Goal

Source: Seminole County Stormwater Master Plan (2018)

Goal to improve “C” or “D” community roadways to “A” or “B”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The County defines the performance, or level of service, of the stormwater systems using grades A, B, C, and D.  The pictures show the various extent of flooding associated which each grade.  The existing model showed that most areas are currently receiving a grade of C or D.  The goal of this project is to improve that grade to A or B.  However, it is important to understand that while the proposed projects will significantly alleviate flooding, they may not eliminate flooding entirely.
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Recommended Flood Improvement Project Locations

The Midway Basin Study resulted in five 
(5) areas that were selected for 
development of drainage improvement 
concepts based on observed or 
reported flooding and validated by 
model results.

Included Alternative 1 through 5
(discussed in detail on next slides)

Goals:

 Improve flooding 

 Provide public benefit

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The study resulted in five areas that were selected for drainage improvement concepts based on observed or reported flooding.  These were labeled Alternative 1 through 5 and cover a wide range of area throughout the community.  The goals of these projects are to improve flooding and provide a public benefit. 
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Study Alternative 1 Concept

Midway Community

 Frequent street flooding

 Limited conveyance capacity

Proposed Improvements

 Childers Ditch Conveyance

 Roadway drainage

 New stormwater ponds:

 North of Water St
 North of Crawford Ave
 At Old Midway Elementary School

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The first location for proposed improvements is in the heart of the Midway Community.  This is an area that has experienced significant and frequent flooding over the years due to limited stormwater system capacity.  To alleviate the flooding the study recommended new stormwater pipes and inlets to pick up water from the road and residential lots; improvements to the existing “Childers Ditch” and 3 new stormwater ponds to help contain and attenuate all the stormwater.
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Study Alternative 2 Concept
Lincoln & Hughey Street

 Several Flood Complaints

 Lack of existing drainage system

Proposed Improvements

 Stormsewer and ditch improvements
to Lincoln Ave

 Hughey Street ditch widening

 Stormwater pond west of Lake Mary Blvd.

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

(on County owned property)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second location for proposed improvements in the vicinity of Lincoln and Hughey Steet. There were several flooding complaints in this area, mainly due to the lack of an existing drainage system.  The study proposed new stormwater and ditch improvements to Lincoln Ave, as well as widening of Hughey Steet ditch, and a new pond west of Lake Mary Blvd.
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Study Alternative 3 Concept
Beardall Avenue & CSX Ditch

 Level of Service deficiency

 Limited conveyance capacity

Proposed Improvements

 Stormsewer upgrades

 Beardall Ave.

 Celery Ave.

 New pond along CSX ditch

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The third project area is at Beardall Ave and the CSX Ditch.  Here street flooding along Beardall Ave and at the intersection of Beardall and Celery is seen during heavy rainfall, like Hurricane Ian.  This alternative is intended to address those level of service deficiencies by upgrading the stormsewer systems and building a new pond along the CSX ditch.
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Study Alternative 4 Concept

20th Street and Sipes Avenue

 Resident flooding complaints

 Lack of drainage system on Dixon Ave.

 Existing IFAS pond improvements
(not required after additional analysis)

Proposed Improvements

 Connect Jack Court pond to IFAS pond 
to reduce flooding

 New drainage systems along Sipes 
and Dixon 

 Re-route a portion of Hughey Street 
stormsewer to IFAS pond

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The fourth project area is in the vicinity of 20th Street and Sipes Avenue. This location was identified through a combination of resident flood complaints and County knowledge. Along Dixon Ave. flooding is due to a lack of drainage infrastructure; additionally, the water level in the pond at the south end of Jack Court was found to be elevated, encroaching into adjacent yards.  These areas will be fixed with new drainage systems and a re-routing of existing systems to the existing IFAS pond to the north.  Originally it was thought the pond would need to be expanded, but additional analysis with this project showed that the pond had sufficient capacity to accommodate the improvements; therefore, no expansion of the pond is proposed.
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Study Alternative 5 Concept

Washington Street Outfall

 Resident flood complaints

 Limited conveyance capacity and 
storage

Proposed Improvements

 Increase capacity of Washington 
Street Outfall Ditch

 Upsize culverts at Apalachicola and 
Cameron Ave.

 New Pond at Lake Mary Blvd.

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

Construct stormwater pond
on County owned property

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The final location for proposed improvements is the Washington Street Outfall ditch between Beardall Avenue and Lake Mary Blvd.  This is one of the major outfall systems for the Midway Basin, with multiple flooding complaints from residents near the intersection of Washington and Beardall. To reduce flooding, the ditch will be widened to increase capacity and the culverts in the ditch at Apalachicola and Cameron will be upsized with new box culverts.  A new pond will also be built at Lake Mary Blvd to help reduce flooding as well.
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Current Project Goals
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Project Goals

1. Update watershed model to incorporate new high resolution 
aerial survey, ground survey, and proposed improvements

2. Design and prepare construction plan for the Alternative 
Concepts recommended by Midway Basin Study

3. Improving Level of Service for implemented alternatives

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now that we have discussed the Basin Study, let us talk about our current project and its goals. The first goal is to update the watershed model to incorporate new high resolution aerial survey, ground survey and the proposed improvements – so that the project design can be accurately assessed.  The second is to design and prepare construction plans for the Alternative Concepts just discussed.  These plans are being produced with the community in mind, balancing providing the greatest flood reduction with least amount of impact to your property or daily lives during construction. And the third goal is using those projects to improve  the level of service for the implemented alternatives.
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Midway Basin Drainage Improvements
Project Description
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Watershed Model Update – New Aerial Survey

To
po

 V
oi

ds

Midway Basin Study Aerial Survey “High Resolution” 2019 Aerial Survey 
Used for Model Update

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The watershed model was updated with new high resolution aerial survey and ground survey to increase the accuracy of the model.  The Basin Study used data that was available at the time of the study, which was from 2005 and 2009 and had a lower resolution.  As can be seen the new high resolution aerial survey it much more detailed, even showing small ditches and depressional areas.  Incorporation of this data was critical to producing a model that could accurately predict the flooding.
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Watershed Model Update – Increased Model Detail

 Significant increase in 
level of detail

 Along with the “High 
Resolution” survey the 
updated model provides 
high confidence in the 
model results

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of the updated stormwater model.  Here we see Midway Ave near Sipes Ave. The squares are inlets, red lines pipes, and purple lines are the areas that drain to them. This represents a significant increase in the models level of detail.  Along with the high resolution survey the updated model provides high confidence in the model results, and the resulting predicted level of service improvement.
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Recommended Flood Improvement Project Locations

The Basin Study resulted in five areas 
for improvement (Alternatives 1-5)

These areas were combined into two 
bid packages (or sets of plans) 

 Bid Package 1 (Purple)

 Alternative 1 and 4

 Bid Package 2 (Yellow)

 Alternative 2, 3 and 5

Source: CDM Smith Midway Basin Study Report (2021)

1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This project has taken the five recommended improvement areas (Alternatives 1 though 5) and combined them into two separate plan sets; Bid Package 1 and Bid Package 2. Dividing the projects allows the County the flexibility to build the projects in an expediated manner, if needed.  The areas covered by the bid packages are highlighted in purple (Bid Package 1) and yellow (Bid Package 2).
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Bid Package 1 
Midway Community (Alternative 1)

 Re-grade Childer’s Ditch to increase capacity

 3 proposed stormwater ponds

 Improvements to existing stormsewer systems

20th Street and Sipes Avenue (Alternative 4)

 New stormsewer on Dixon Ave

 Re-route portion of Sipes Ave. stormsewer that went 
to Hughey St to new outfall to IFAS pond

 Modify control structure at Jack Court Pond to lower 
water elevation (and provide more flood storage)

ꭓ Further analysis found that IFAS pond contains 
sufficient capacity and did not require expansion Midway Community (Alternative 1)

20th St and Sipes (Alternative 4)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bid Package 1 includes Alternatives 1 & 4. These improvements, as well as Bid Package 2, have been designed almost exactly as laid out in the Basin Study.  Improvements or adjustments to the study recommendations were made where needed to avoid conflicts, reduce impacts or improve the design. The project includes the addition of 3 ponds and various conveyance improvements to existing ditches and stormsewer networks within the Midway Community that will drain to the 3 new ponds. In addition, the existing Jack Court Pond control structure will be modified to have a lower grate and control elevation, construction of new stormsewer network on Dixon Ave and re-routing a portion of Sipes Ave. stormwater to the IFAS pond.  
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Bid Package 2 
Lincoln and Hughey (Alternative 2)

 New stormsewer and ditches along Lincoln St

 Upsize existing stormsewer on Beardall Ave

 Widen Hughey St ditch and connect to new 
pond along Lake Mary Blvd.

Beardall Ave & CSX Ditch (Alternate 3)

 New pond on Beardall Ave at CSX ditch

 Upsize existing stormsewer and replace large 
roadside ditch with new stormsewer

 New stormsewer outfall on N. Celery Ave

Washington St Outfall (Alternative 5)

 Widen and line Washington St Outfall ditch and 
upsize culverts at Apalachicola and Cameron

 New pond west of Lake Mary Blvd

Beardall Ave & CSX Ditch
(Alternative 3)

Lincoln and Hughey 
(Alternative 2)

Washington St Outfall
(Alternative 5)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bid Package 2 includes Alternatives 2, 3 & 5.  The project consistent with the concepts in the original study.  This project includes 3 new stormwater ponds, widening of outfall ditches on Washington Street and Hughey Ave, and drainage improvements on Lincoln Ave and Beardall Ave, as well as a new stormsewer outfall at Celery Ave.
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Improvements – Bid Package 1

Midway Community
(Alternative 1)
Flooding reduced by over a 
1-foot for the 10-year storm

20th Street and Sipes Avenue
(Alternative 4)
Flooding reduced by almost a 
1-foot for the 25-year storm

LOS D LOS A LOS B

-or-

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once completed the projects are predicted to have a significant impact on flooding of the community roadways.  These areas in Bid Package 1, which include the Midway Community and areas around 20th Street and Sipes Avenue will see their flooding reduced from level of service D to A or B.  Flooding in these areas is predicted to be reduced by over a foot for various flooding events.
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Improvements – Bid Package 2

Lincoln and Hughey
(Alternative 2)
Flooding reduced by over 
1-foot for the 10-yr storm

Beardall Ave & CSX Ditch
(Alternative 3)
Flooding reduced by over
0.5-feet for the 25-yr storm

Washington St Outfall
(Alternative 5)
Flooding reduced by a
1-foot for the 25-yr storm

-or-

LOS D LOS B LOS C

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The areas in Bid Package 2, which include Lincoln and Hughey, Beardall Ave and CSX Ditch, and the Washington Street Outfall will see their flooding reduced from level of service D to B or C.  Again, a significant reduction.  You may be wondering, why is this not being improved to a grade of A or B.  There are many reasons, but rest assured that the County has provided the best design that balances the available land for improvements and impacts to residents.  It is also important to note that these Level of Service grades are for major storm events. Imagine that if flooding for those events were reduced by half a foot to a foot, that flooding from regular afternoon thunderstorms will see significant improvements.  
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Easement Needs
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Easement Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is the intention of the County to construct all of the proposed improvements within the existing right of way.  However, in some cases this was not possible and temporary construction easements, or permanent drainage easements, may be required to construct proposed improvements due to the limited width of the existing right-of-way.  Examples of these easements are shown in shaded yellow.  Notice that most of the project was kept in the existing right of way, but some easements were required to build and maintain the new infrastructure.
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Easement Needs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is another example.  Easements were kept at the minimum required to build and maintain the new pipes and inlets.  Some areas require more room that others due to size or depth of excavation.
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Easement Needs

 Limited County Right-of-Way (R/W)

 Design maximizes the existing R/W

 Where it is restricted, temporary 
or permanent easements are 
necessary to construct the 
improvements

 An easement is not a purchase of 
the property, it just provides the 
County the right to build and 
maintain the improvements

 Impacted landscaping and fences 
will be restored in-kind

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is worth repeating, that it is the intention of the County to construct all of the proposed improvements within their right of way.  However, in some cases this was not possible due to the limited right of way, even though the design maximizes the use of that existing right of way.  The typical section of a roadway improvement shown illustrates what an easement may look like in sectional view.  We need to stress that an easement is not a purchase of the property, it only provides the County the right to build and maintain the improvements. They are sized only for construction and maintenance. It will not remove your use of the property, and impacted landscaping and fences will be restored in-kind. The only restriction is that permanent structures (like a home) cannot be placed in an easement area.
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Schedule
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M J J A S O N D

Schedule

Construction

M J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A

2022 2023

Public 
Meeting

2024

Project Design

Permitting

Easements

Bid Project

We need your help 
to build this project.

Without your 
easements all of the 

improvements 
cannot be made.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The project is almost finished with design and is currently being permitted with the regulatory agencies.  We waiting until now to hold a public meeting so that we could confidently show you the project, its improvements, and the help that we need from you to build this project.  Without your easements all of the improvements cannot be made.  The County will only be able to build pieces and parts of the projects resulting in less, and in some cases, no improvement to flooding in your area.  Therefore, the County humbly requests your assistance to ensure that the Midway Community can be properly served with a drainage system that will improve your quality of lift and accommodate the growth that your area is sure to see in the future.
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Feedback
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E-mail / Phone
 Subject: Midway Basin Drainage Improvements – Public Feedback

 Director of Public Works, Jean Jreij, PE
jjreij@seminolecountlyfl.gov
Ph: 407-665-5601

 Seminole County Project Manager, Jeff Sloman, PE
jsloman@seminolecountyfl.gov
Ph: 407-665-5572

US Mail
 Seminole County Public Works – Engineering Division

Re: Midway Basin Drainage Improvements , Public Feedback
100 East 1st Street, Sanford, Fl 32771

Community Feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you would like to provide feedback about the project, contact information is provided for the County Director of Public Works and the Project Manager. Public Works can also be reached by US mail at the address shown.

mailto:jjreij@seminolecountlyfl.gov
mailto:jsloman@seminolecountyfl.gov
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THANK YOU

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On behalf of Seminole County Public Works Engineering and AtkinsRealis, we would like to thank you for your interest in the Midway Basin Drainage Improvements Project. 
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